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CaPRI : Multimedia Spare Parts Catalogue

Capri is a 

multimedia 

catalogue with a 

user-friendly 

interface that 

creates a link 

between the 

exploded 

component 

drawing and its 

relative spare 

parts. 

By placing the cursor on the item, all related technical data of the pointed

items are automatically shown.

With a simple click on the shopping cart, the stock component can be directly

ordered, or the issue of a purchase order (by interfacing with institutional

management SW like SAP) requested.

CaPRI is a tool designed for an interactive navigation in the research of

Spare Parts. By connecting easily and immediately the graphic representation

of each part to its technical data-base, CaPRI considerably reduces the time

required by the technical staff to identify the correct spares.
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CaPRI

CaPRI can also 

be easily 

integrated 

with other SW 

maintenance 

Apps and 

programs, or 

with with

Axcent’s

FleetMapp

suite. 

The search function is

extremely flexible and

filtered depending on the

requirements.

The database on which

CaPRI runs is displayed in

HTML format and it is

therefore accessible to an

unlimited number of users

operating on different sites

of maintenance.

The user can:

• display technical-management data of a spare by clicking on its graphic

representation

• view the positioning of a component by using the search function

A further potential of CaPRI, is the possibility (PDM mode) to connect all

related documentation for maintenance (technical manuals, Wiring

Diagrams / tires, etc.) to the component allowing an easy and quick

consultation. This gives the maintenance of complex systems a more

efficient representation. The correlation between the spare part and its data

enables the easy management of maintenance activities.
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